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MAKE HISTORY WITH US!At PMI, we’ve chosen to do something incredible. We’re totally

transforming our business and building our future on one clear purpose – to deliver a smoke-

free future. With huge change, comes huge opportunity. So, wherever you join us, you’ll

enjoy the freedom to dream up and deliver better, brighter solutions and the space to move

your career forward in endlessly different directions. We are looking for a skilled and

passionate DevOps and Infrastructure Engineer to join our Technology & Platform

Engineering to build and scale effective solutions for our Data Platform. As a DevOps and Infra

Engineer in this domain, you will have the opportunity to build high value, differentiating and

impactful applications that will interface with our end customers and support the

development, production, and user experience of our products. The ideal candidate would be

an enthusiastic self-starter with deep expertise in complex backend structures capable of

working with different integrated systems. JOIN US! WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR? •5+

years of proven experience as DevOps Engineer•Experience in working with a DevOps culture,

following Agile Software Development methodologies of Scrum and/or Kanban•Proven

experiences in source code management tools like Bitbucket and Git•Solid experience in CI/CD

pipelines like Jenkins•Shown ability with configuration management and orchestration tools

such as Ansible, AWX, Terraform, Docker or Kubernetes, and repository tools like

Artifactory•Knowledge in Programming / Querying NoSQL databases, such as MongoDB,

InfluxData and Redis, and SQL databases such PostgresSQL•Experience in AWS Cloud

Services•Strong interpersonal skills including creative thinking, attention to detail,

collaboration, teamwork, and a drive to learn and succeed•Experience with testing
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frameworks, performance testing, and unit testing•Excellent analytical and time management

skills•Teamwork skills with a problem-solving attitude•Passionate about software

development Additional Experience Preferred or Helpful: •Experience with product

Atlassian tools like Jira (product backlog) and Confluence (documentation). WHAT WE

OFFER YOU? • Private medical and dental care, life insurance• Lunch card (Sodexo)•

Hybrid work opportunity and flexible working arrangements• Employee pension plan•

Multisport program• Cafeteria program• Wide range of trainings, optional language classes,

further education and professional qualification support possibility• Free bike and car

parking for all employees HOW CAN YOU MAKE HISTORY WITH US? •Building and setting up

new development tools and infrastructure•Provide full support to the software

development teams to deploy, run and roll out new services and new capabilities in Cloud

infrastructure•Ensure excellent code quality and enforce best practices by communicating with

team members and holding each other accountable•Collaborate cross-functionally on feature

design, architectural decisions, and reducing technical debt•Build proactive monitoring and

alerting infrastructure services to support operations and system health•Deploy and integrate

new Cloud service capabilities using CI/CD pipelines, ensuring maximum uptime of cloud-

hosted environments, including production, staging, testing, authoring and development

environments•Implement CI/CD and DevOps best practices for software application teams

and assist in executing the integration and operation processes•Write automation code for

provisioning and operating infrastructure providing reliability and repeatability•Able to make

sure that the platforms keep up with high standards of reliability, availability, scalability,

stability, security, and performance•Understanding the needs of stakeholders and

conveying this to developers•Working on ways to automate and improve development and

release processes•Testing and examining code written by others and analyzing results•Ensuring

that systems are safe and secure against cybersecurity threats•Identifying technical problems

and developing software updates and ‘fixes’•Working with software developers and

software engineers to ensure that development follows established processes and works as

intended•Participate and support the Agile methods and frameworks by taking part in

planning events, daily stand-ups, planning sessions, code reviews and other discussions and

events•Collaborate and work closely with other developers, becoming a valued member of a

self-managing and self-organizing, cross-functional team•Manage cutting-edge

technologies•Gather and address technical and design requirements•Build reusable code

and libraries for future use•Follow emerging technologies Please note that only online



applications will be taken into consideration. Only selected candidates will be contacted.
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